PART I—Orders and Notifications by the Governor of West Bengal, the High Court, Government Treasury, etc.

GOVERNMENT OF WEST BENGAL
BACKWARD CLASSES WELFARE DEPARTMENT
Writers' Buildings

No. 2350-BCW/MR-92/2007

Kolkata, the 14th August, 2007.

NOTIFICATION

In continuation of this Department's Notification No. 2004-BCW/MRD-238/98, dt. 27.7.1999, the Governor is pleased to amend the Notification as follows:—

1) After the words "Subsequent unreserved vacancy" in the last line of the said Notification, the words "available at the time of passing the order of deerservation or any nearest unreserved vacancy which shall occur in future" shall be inserted; and

2) After clause (ii) of the said Notification the clause (iii) shall be inserted as follows:—

(iii) The State Government may, if it is satisfied that the appointing authority by genuine mistake or an account of an error of judgement has filled up any reserved vacancy otherwise than by a candidate for whom the vacancy is reserved and that there has been no malafide intention in this regard on the part of the appointing authority, by order in writing, regularise the appointment, if so applied for by the appointing authority, on the basis of the carry forward principle. In such case, reservation against the reserved vacancy already filled up otherwise than by a candidate belonging to Other Backward Classes (Other than Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) for whom the vacancy was originally reserved, shall:—

a) if such vacancy relates to an establishment other than the establishment in Universities and Colleges affiliated to the Universities, Primary and Secondary Schools and also other educational institutions which are owned or aided by the State Government, be carried forward to the nearest unreserved vacancy available at the time of consideration of any application; or

b) if such vacancy relates to an establishment in Universities and Colleges affiliated to Universities, Primary and Secondary Schools and also other educational institutions which are owned or aided by the State Government be carried forward to the nearest unreserved vacancy available at the time of consideration of any application or to any unreserved vacancy which shall occur in future.

By order of the Governor,

S. SINGH,
Secretary to the Govt. of West Bengal.